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Abstract
There has been growing interest in leveraging Web-based social and communication
technologies for better crisis response. How might the Web platforms be used as an
observatory to systematically understand the dynamics of the public’s attention
during disaster events? And how could we monitor such attention in a cost-eﬀective
way? In this work, we propose an ‘attention shift network’ framework to
systematically observe, measure, and analyze the dynamics of collective attention in
response to real-world exogenous shocks such as disasters. Through tracing hashtags
that appeared in Twitter users’ complete timeline around several violent terrorist
attacks, we study the properties of network structures and reveal the temporal
dynamics of the collective attention across multiple disasters. Further, to enable an
eﬃcient monitoring of the collective attention dynamics, we propose an eﬀective
stochastic sampling approach that accounts for the users’ hashtag adoption
frequency, connectedness and diversity, as well as data variability. We conduct
extensive experiments to show that the proposed sampling approach signiﬁcantly
outperforms several alternative methods in both retaining the network structures and
preserving the information with a small set of sampling targets, suggesting the utility
of the proposed method in various realistic settings.
Keywords: collective attention; disaster response; collective intelligence; attention
sampling
1 Introduction
The proliferation of Web-based social and communication technologies has provided an
unprecedented opportunity for researchers to collect and study data about collective hu-
man behavior at large scales. In recent years, there has been growing interest in leveraging
such technologies and data for better crisis response, with scope ranging across natural
disasters [], terrorist attacks [], and political riots []. During these events, the ﬂow and
ﬂood of information can easily lead to a poverty of attention and thus creates a need to
allocate such attention eﬃciently for aﬀected communities. Recent research also revealed
the intrinsic heterogeneous levels of information load and showed that limited user atten-
tion can lead to a low discriminative capacity for users to identify better information from
low-quality information [].Howmight theWeb platforms be used as an observatory to sys-
tematically understand the dynamics of the public’s attention during disaster events? And
how could we monitor such attention in a cost-eﬀective way? A systematic understanding
of attention dynamics at the collective level within a disaster context serves as the basis for
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Figure 1 Collective attention shift. The sudden change in users’ attended topics at the collective level after
the 2015 Paris attacks event is revealed by the ‘attention shift networks’.
scheduling eﬀective crisis communications, and facilitating timely crisis response such as
just-in-time warning and evacuation.
In this work, we seek to quantitatively capture the collective attention shift under exoge-
nous shocks, speciﬁcally terrorist events, by using Twitter users’ communication streams.
Figure  illustrates the collective attention before and after the  Paris attacks event
based on how Paris users shift their attention to various topics - captured by the use of
diﬀerent hashtags. Before the event, users’ attended topics exhibited a salient community
structure, reﬂecting their scattered attention among various topics. After the event hap-
pened, a fewhashtags became the hubs that suddenly appeared inmany users’ tweets. Such
sudden change in users’ attended topics at the collective level is referred to as ‘collective
attention shift’ in this work.
The vast digital traces available through social media platforms allow for exploring the
patterns of collective attention; however, a systematic characterization of collective atten-
tion is non-trivial for the following reasons. First, the concept of ‘collective attention’ is not
well deﬁned, and a number of existing studies have related diﬀerent quantities to collective
attention [–], such as burstiness in tweet numbers [] and popularity in news sharing
[]. Despite the abundant literature, there is a lack of formal deﬁnition that allows for
operating the collective attention concept across diﬀerent contexts. Second, collective at-
tention dynamics correspond to the switching between the disordered and synchronized
states of multiple individuals []. Characterizing such dynamics at the collective level
and how it manifests under real-world exogenous shocks have not been explored. Fur-
thermore, while social media data make the analysis of collective attention possible, the
vast communication streams contributed from a large set of users have challenged the
feasibility of monitoring collective attention in practice. While there have been works on
retrieving event-speciﬁc information from the tweet streams [] or distilling sub-topics
from user posted content given a textual query [], there has not been a systematic ap-
proach for tracking users’ focal point and attention shift from the user timelines.
In this work, we introduce a new framework for capturing collective attention shift.
We illustrate our framework by using a large corpus of twitter communications centered
around multiple shocking terrorist attacks in  and . We employ hashtags as a
proxy for users’ attended topics, and utilize the hashtag adoption sequence from a user’s
tweet timeline as the trace of his/her attention shift process. A hashtag in a tweet usually
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Figure 2 An illustration of users’ hashtag usage
stream and the corresponding collective attention
shift network. For each user, we extracted all pairs of
distinct hashtags that were used in successive tweets
(including retweets) in the user’s timeline as node pairs
with edges pointing to the more recently used hashtags.
An attention graph is constructed by integrating all
nodes and edges from all users, with edge weights
representing the number of distinct users whose attention shifted from one hashtag to another.
represents the central idea or the speciﬁc topic of the content. Hastags are widely used
under diﬀerent settings, like event discussion, commercial promotion, disaster relief and
so on. In our collection, we found that, on average, % of tweets contain hashtags (as
shown in Additional ﬁle ). The transition between hashtags for a user thus can be re-
garded as an instance for his/her attention shifts between topics. Also, users tend to adopt
more hashtags when a large-scale event strikes (can be seen in Additional ﬁle ).When we
integrate the hashtag transitions from more users, we are more likely to cover suﬃcient
details/on-going events of a community. As shown in Figure , we construct an attention
shift network or attention graph to represent the attention shift process at the collective
level.
The network representation allows us to capture the distinct patterns of collective atten-
tion shift during disaster events. Based on this formal representation, we can quantify the
structural change of collective attention shift and further examine data sampling schemes
that can capture the structural change in a cost-eﬀective manner.
The main contributions of this work include:
• We propose a novel framework to represent and measure collective attention shift.
Based on this, we systematically study the collective attention during multiple
shocking terrorist attack events in  and  and reveal several properties of
network structures and temporal dynamics that are consistent across events.
• We formulate a new problem for eﬃcient monitoring of the collective attention
dynamics, and we propose a cost-eﬃcient sampling strategy that takes the users’
hashtag adoption frequency, connectedness and diversity into account, with a
stochastic sampling algorithm to cope with the variability of the sampling targets.
• We conduct extensive experiments and show that our proposed sampling approach
signiﬁcantly outperforms several alternative methods in both retaining the network
structures and preserving the information with a small set of sampling targets,
suggesting the utility of the proposed method in various realistic settings.
2 Related work
2.1 Collective attention
Agrowing number of existing studies have explored the idea of ‘collective attention’ and re-
lated it to diﬀerent quantities extracted from user-generated data. For example, Lehmann
et al. [] studied collective attention by analyzing the temporal hashtag adoption patterns.
Sasahara et al. [] detected the burst-like increase in tweet numbers and semantic terms
as a sign of emerging collective attention. Lin et al. [] studied the conditions of shared at-
tention asmany users simultaneously tune in with the dual screens of broadcast and social
media to view and participate. He et al. [] discovered that the crowd was able to recog-
nize and re-share relevant logistical messages from many irrelevant ones during a crisis
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event. Wu and Huberman [] modeled collective attention through the decay of popu-
larity in news items shared in social media. Wang et al. [] employed users’ clicks stream
on web forms as a proxy of collective attention. Other studies have focused on diﬀerent
aspects of collective attention, such as predicting future trending topics [], classifying
diﬀerent types of collective attention [], detecting the collective attention spam [], and
how information spreads in social networks with attention constraint [].
The study of collective human behaviors has been a central topic in disaster manage-
ment [–]. There have been both empirical studies [] and modeling approaches []
focusing on the collective human behavior under extraordinary events. Preis et al. []
found that the number of photos uploaded to Flickr related to Hurricane Sandy bears a
striking correlation to the atmospheric pressure in the US state New Jersey during that
period. Borge-Holthoefer et al. [] used an information theoretical approach to deﬁne
and measure the temporal and structural signatures typical to collective social events as
they arise and gain prominence.
However, there has been limited work that systematically examines the changes in the
patterns of collective attention induced by exogenous events. In this work, by using an
attention shift network framework, we provide a novel deﬁnition of collective attention
and systematically analyze the structural changes of collective attention during disasters.
2.2 Data sampling
In this work, we investigate an eﬀective and eﬃcient data sampling scheme in order to
achieve timely monitoring of collective attention. Our work is relevant to but diﬀerent
from ‘subgraph sampling.’ In subgraph sampling, the goal is to construct a subgraph by
selecting a small set of nodes while preserving the topological properties - such as degree
distribution, path length [], clustering coeﬃcient and network diameter [] - of the
original graph. In this work, we propose a new sampling problem that samples the set
of users while evaluating the sampling quality on their attention shift captured from the
hashtag graphs. The sampling approaches discussed in this paper are all unsupervised.
Existing subgraph sampling methods can be roughly classiﬁed into two types: graph
traversal methods and random walk based methods. In graph traversal methods, each
node can only be visited once. Examples include breadth-ﬁrst search, depth-ﬁrst search,
snowball sampling and forest-ﬁre sampling [], which are diﬀerent in terms of the order
of the visited nodes.
Random walk (RW) based methods [, ], in contrast, allow node re-visiting and are
widely adopted due to their simplicity and eﬃciency. The node selection in an RW based
method is inherently biased towards high degree nodes []. Such bias can be quantiﬁed by
classic Markov Chain analysis and can be adjusted via re-weighting of the estimators [].
To sample nodes with diﬀerent desired properties, such as node attribute stratiﬁcation,
RW can bemodiﬁed by using theMetropolis ﬁlter, known asMetropolis-Hasting Random
Walk (MHRW) [], to achieve a desired stationary distribution.
In the study of social diﬀusion, there have been works focusing on sampling the most
inﬂuential users in a social network that could trigger future large cascades [, ]. Mun-
mun et al. [] studied diﬀerent sampling methods in terms of their eﬀectiveness in dis-
covering information diﬀusion on Twitter.
Most of the existing sampling methods, including the aforementioned subgraph sam-
pling, are based on a one-mode network setting, while in this work, we formulate a novel
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sampling problem where the goal is to reconstruct the collective attention shift network
(where nodes are hashtags) by selecting a small set of users. Such sampling relies on the
underlying dynamic, bipartite relationship (how users tend to use hashtags), which has
not been explored in existing research.
3 Characterizing collective attention under shocks
3.1 Data collection
To study collective attention shift during disasters, we collect tweets around multiple
shocking terrorist attacks in  and  - the Paris attacksa on  November ,
the San Bernardino shootingb on  December , the Brussels bombingsc on  March
 and the Orlando nightclub shootingd on  June . For each event, we consider
users who have frequently posted tweets around the event location prior to the event oc-
currence. Such users are considered asmembers of aﬀected communities. As a comparison
with these directly aﬀected communities, we choose two other cities New York City and
London, as members of observer communities for the Paris attack event. This is done for
two key reasons: First, the Paris attacks represent a signiﬁcant terrorist event that shocked
the world and has drawn global attention. It is of the interest of riskmanagers, researchers,
and scientists to examine how the attention arouse and faded in other, indirectly aﬀected
communities. Second, New York City and London have been concerned about the poten-
tial terrorist attack risk due to the past events, and hence the Paris event is likely to draw
signiﬁcant attention in the two cities. Besides, the two cities are also mega cities that have
compatible scale with Paris.
The data were collected using an iterative process: First, to identify a group of relevant
users, we obtained a set of users who posted geo-tagged tweets in the event city within
four weeks after the event occurrence. Then, for each user, we traced back his/her his-
torical tweets, including original tweets and retweets, through the Twitter REST API. We
included both the original tweets and retweets because the retweeting behavior itself is an
explicit signal that the user considers the tweet to contain useful or interesting informa-
tion []. We further retained the users who have posted geo-coded tweets and have used
at least one hashtag before the event. Each event collection includes these users’ tweets
from approximately two weeks before the event and one week after the event.
To compare the attention shift patterns during man-made disasters with other non-
emergency events, we also collected the followers’ tweets for the two major presidential
candidates during the  US presidential election. To properly identify the supporters
of each candidate, we ﬁrst collected all the followers for all the major candidates, and then
we removed the users that had followed more than one candidate and obtained the ‘ex-
clusive followers’ - users who only followed one candidate exclusively. For example, the
Trump followers only followed Donald Trump and no other presidential candidates. Af-
ter identifying the exclusive follower set, we traced back their historical data during the
presidential election for two weeks in November .
In total, we collected eight datasets consisting of eight aﬀected/relevant communities
for the ﬁve events: Four man-made disasters and one non-emergency event (the  US
presidential election). Table  lists the basic information for the eight datasets.
3.2 Representing collective attention shift
We propose an attention shift network (or attention graph) representation to represent
the attention shift process at the collective level. We employ hashtags as a proxy for users’
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Table 1 Datasets used in this study
Dataset Duration # of users # of tweets
Paris attacks (Paris users) 10/27/2015-11/20/2015 13,439 2.58 million
Paris attacks (New York users) 10/27/2015-11/20/2015 20,022 2.63 million
Paris attacks (London users) 10/27/2015-11/20/2015 12,053 1.57 million
Brussels bombings 3/5/2016-3/29/2016 9,797 2.60 million
San Bernardino attack 11/17/2015-12/09/2015 10,109 1.12 million
Orlando shooting 5/26/2016-6/19/2016 6,157 1.26 million
Trump Followers 10/29/2016-11/11/2016 22,659 0.70 million
Clinton Followers 10/29/2016-11/11/2016 26,810 0.73 million
attended topics. Figure  illustrates the representation - in an attention graph, nodes rep-
resent hashtags contained in users’ tweets, and the directed edges represent the shifting
hashtag adoption - an edge from node A to node B indicates that the use of hashtag A fol-
lowed by B has appeared in at least one user’s timeline, and the edge weight reﬂects how
many unique users have such shifting (from A to B). The formal deﬁnitions are provided
below.
Given a set of users U and their timeline tweets, we represent each hashtag adoption
event as a triple 〈u,hi,pi〉 indicating a user u ∈ U posted a tweet containing hashtag hi at
time pi. We then deﬁne a user u’s shift of attention as a transition from one hashtag to
another at diﬀerent time points, as follows:
Deﬁnition (Attention shift) An attention shift event of a user u is a transition between
two of u’s consecutive hashtag adoption events, denoted as s = (〈u,hj,pj〉|〈u,hi,pi〉), where
hi = hj, pi < pj, and there is no adoption event (u,hm,pm) s.t. hi = hm, pi < pm < pj.
Each attention shift event s = (〈u,hj,pj〉|〈u,hi,pi〉) captures a transition from hashtag hi
to hashtag hj.We consider attention shift events that occur within a limited period of time.
Given a set of users U , we denote a set of attention shift events occurring within a time
period t = (pt – δ,pt] for δ > , as S(t)U = {(〈u,hj,pj〉|〈u,hi,pi〉) : ∀u ∈U ,∀pi ∈ t∧ pj ∈ t}. The
collective attention shift network, or attention graph, corresponding to t is deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition (Attention graph) An attention graph is a weighted, directed graph A(t) =
{H ,ES} induced from attention shift events S(t)U with respect to a user set U and a time
period t, where H is a set of hashtags existing in S(t)U and ES ⊂H ×H is a set of transitions
between hashtags. Each transition edge eij ∈ ES represents the existence of transition be-
tween hashtags hi and hj captured by an attention shift event s ∈ S(t)U , with a weight κij ∈R
indicating the relative frequency of the transition.
In our study, to construct attention graphs from data, we ﬁrst chronologically sorted
users’ tweets and extracted hashtags that appeared in these tweets. For each user, we
extracted all pairs of distinct hashtags that were used in successive tweets (including
retweets) in the user’s timeline as node pairs with edges pointing to the more recently
used hashtags. Thenwe aggregated all nodes and edges from all users in each event dataset
to construct the attention graph, with edge weights representing the number of distinct
users whose attention shifted from one hashtag to another. To avoid boundary eﬀects aris-
ing due to transitions across time periods and to smooth out short-term ﬂuctuations, all
graphs are built with a rolling time window. In this work, each graph is built on an hourly
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basis, with an n-hour window length rolling average (averaging over the previous n hours).
We use n =  for the Paris, Brussels, New York and London datasets, and n =  for the re-
maining four datasets due to data sparsity. The discussion for how to determine a proper
time window is further provided in Additional ﬁle .
3.3 Measuring collective attention shift
The proposed attention graphs allow us to quantitatively capture the collective attention
shift using well-developed network analysis. We draw several important network metrics
from network science and social network analysis [, , ], and we include two ad-
ditional metrics to capture the emergence aspect of collective attention. Below we only
describe the key metrics for brevity.
• Network size: the number of hashtags in the network.
• Modularity: the community structure exhibited in hashtag connections. A high
modularity value indicates a clearly separated community structure. We leverage the
Infomap algorithm [] to compute the modularity of a directed, weighted network.
• Average weighted degree: the edge weights capture the number of users whose
attention shifted from one hashtag to another; hence the average weighted degree of a
network for a particular period of time reﬂects the attention shift frequency or rate.
• Gini coeﬃcient for weighted degree:measures the level of degree concentration,
denoting whether a few hashtags have become dominant in connecting with other
hashtags. Gini coeﬃcient ranges from  to , with  representing the highest
concentrated attention. Like the power-law exponent, Gini coeﬃcient can be used to
measure the preferential patterns but in a more general way. We use the weighted
distribution instead of the unweighted distribution as the weighted one allows for
capturing the number of unique users that have shifted their attention.
• Assortativity: the tendency for a node to attach to others that are similar in terms of
node degree. For a directed network, there are four types: in-in, in-out, out-in and
out-out assortativity. In this work, we use the weighted in-in assortativity as deﬁned in
[].
• Average clustering coeﬃcient: the tendency of nodes to form triangles. In an attention
shift network, this reﬂects the degree to which the collective attention is likely to shift
at a local scale.
• New tag percentage: the number of newly emerged hashtags relative to the total
number of hashtags in the network []. We consider a hashtag to be new if it has not
been used within one week prior to the time of the network.
• New tag attention ratio: the percentage of weighted degrees given by the newly
emerged hashtags. Speciﬁcally, the ratio r is deﬁned as:
r =
∑
j∈Hnew k
j
in
∑
i∈H kiin
, ()
where kiin is the weighted in-degree of node i, and Hnew and H are the set of newly
emerged hashtags and all hashtags in a network, respectively.
3.4 Observation: collective attention shift around terrorist attacks
When an unexpected event like disaster strikes, enormous event-related information sud-
denly draws public attention. How does social media users’ collective attention change in
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Figure 3 The changes of network metric values in attention shift networks during the event week. For
each dataset, each row shows the values of a corresponding network metric with vertical color slices
representing the deviation of the values from baseline statistics, on an hourly basis. Color shades represent
the level of positive (blue) and negative (red) deviation (see Eq. 2). The black dashed lines in each column
indicate the time of the event.
response to external shocks such as terrorist attacks? In this section, using the aforemen-
tionedmetrics, we examined the collective attention shift patterns around several terrorist
attacks.
For each of the six datasets, we construct time-dependent attention graphs for a one-
week period centered on the event occurring time. We compute all the network metrics
for each graph, and normalize the metric values against their baseline values to see how
collective attention after shocks deviated from its pre-event state.
Let xi represent a time-dependent value of a metric for time ti. The normalized value is
given by:
zi =
xi –μb
σb
, ()
where μb and σb are the mean and standard deviation of the metric values, respectively,
measured in the baseline period prior to the event time. In this work, we consider theweek
prior to the event week as the baseline period.
As shown in Figure , we summarize the collective attention shift patterns from various
time-dependent metric values by using horizon graphs []. A horizon graph allows for
comparing and contrasting a large number of time series simultaneously. It divides a time-
series chart into colored bands with hues diﬀerentiating the positive and negative values,
and layers the bands with positive and negative values to the same region to create a nested
form. In the plots, we discretize the normalized values into four positive bands (in blue)
and four negative bands (in red). Bands with darker colors indicate that the corresponding
regions are signiﬁcantly deviated from the baseline values.
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We highlight below the most salient patterns:
Expansion: increases in tweet volume, network size and new tag percentage. As shown
in Figure , exogenous shocks triggered immediate spikes in the volume of tweets. Such
escalations were more pronounced and lasted longer in the aﬀected communities than in
the observer communities. The attention graphs expanded as users tweeted with more
hashtags (resulting in rises in network size) and more newly emerged hashtags (rises in
new tag percentage) immediately after the onset of the events. This is consistent with
prior work (e.g., []) that new hashtags are more likely to appear in users’ timelines when
a major event happens. During the Orlando shooting event, as the attack occurred late at
night, the fraction of new hashtags remained relatively high for multiple hours until the
next day.
Agglomeration: decrease inmodularity. A higher modularity value indicates a more dis-
cernible community structure. In all datasets, we observe relative high modularity values
from the attention graphs constructed before the events - e.g., .± . for Paris users
and . ± . for Brussels users. This suggests users’ attention tends to scatter over
diﬀerent topics in the normal state. As illustrated in Figure (a), the labeled hashtags rep-
resent diﬀerent topical interests that users attended to before the attacks. After the attacks
(Figure (b)), the community boundaries of these diﬀerent topics blurred as many users
begun to adopt the set of event-related hashtags, resulting in a signiﬁcant drop of modu-
larity - .± . for Paris users and .± . for Brussels users.
Concentration: increase inGini coeﬃcient. After the attacks, there is an increase of Gini
coeﬃcient in all communities - e.g., from .±. to .±. for Paris users, .±
. to .± . for Orlando users and .± . to .± . for New York users.
This suggests that a small fraction of hashtags drew a disproportionally large amount of
attention in both the aﬀected and observer communities and became the focal points in
the users’ conversation on social media.
Mutableness: increase in average weighted degree. In attention graphs, edge weights rep-
resent the number of unique users who switch to use a hashtag from another. A higher
value of average weighted degree reﬂects a relatively high frequency of hashtag switching
in the network. We observe a signiﬁcant increase in average weighted degree in almost all
communities (e.g., Paris users: .± . to .± .; Brussels users: .± . to
. ± .), except for the San Bernardino user set (. ± . before the attack and
.± . after the attack) due to the relatively low activity in this community, as well as
the London user set (.± ., .± . before and after the attack, respectively) that
represents an observer community. The increase in degrees suggests that users became
more liable to switch hashtags in their tweet sequence immediately following the event.
Re-mixing: decrease in assortativity. A higher assortativity value indicates users are
more likely to switch from a highly connected hashtag to another highly connected hash-
tag, or from a less connected hashtag to another less connected hashtag. We discover
an evident decline in assortativity in almost all communities - especially for the aﬀected
communities (e.g., from . ± . to –. ± . for Paris users and –. ± . to
–.±. for Orlando users), suggesting that after the events, users becamemore likely
to switch from a less connected hashtag to a highly connected hashtag, compared with the
pre-event use. This pattern is consistent with the observation of post-event concentration.
Other metrics, such as the clustering coeﬃcient, exhibit less prominent patterns con-
sistent across all datasets. In sum, we observe a set of consistent properties of collective
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attention shift during these events, referred to asCREAM - Concentration, Re-mixing, Ex-
pansion, Agglomeration, andMutableness. The acronymhighlights the consistent charac-
teristics observed during exogenous events in ﬁve aspects and it could help emphasize the
multi-aspect characteristics of collective attention dynamics. The attention graphs allow
for qualitatively characterizing the collective attention shift process, with evident statisti-
cal and structural changes under exogenous shocks.
3.5 Comparison with a null model
To evaluate whether the aforementioned patterns emerge due to users ‘collectively shift’
attention, or simply due to the change of individual activities, we compare the observed
values with a ‘baseline’ created based on a null model - in which the frequencies of both
user activities and the hashtags remain but the selection of hashtags are randomized. The
experiment here is to examine whether the observed patterns diﬀer from the baseline.
The null model is created as follows: For a ﬁxed set of users in a period of time, we record
the timestamp and the number of hashtags in each of their tweets, and then we extract all
the hashtags they have used and randomly shuﬄe the hashtags and assign them to each
user at each time of using a hashtag. After the shuﬄing procedure, the users’ tweeting
frequency and the frequency of a hashtag being used by all users remain the same, but
which hashtags were used by which users were randomized.
Figure  shows the collective attention measured by the original attention graph and
from the null model (through the shuﬄed hashtag selection) for the Paris users in the
event week. The result indicates that the attention graphs constructed from the original
tweet stream diﬀer from those constructed from the null model in almost every aspect:
The shuﬄing tends to result in more nodes and edges in the attention graphs, because the
process tends to reduce the occurrences of isolated nodes - e.g., ,±  for the null
model and ,± for the original attention graph in terms ofnetwork size, .±.
for the nullmodel and .± for the original attention graph in terms of averageweighted
Figure 4 Comparison with a null model. The comparison of the collective attention measured by the
original attention graph and the null model during the event week with the event day (Nov. 13, 2015)
centered in the middle.
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degree. The shuﬄing also leads to a larger attention concentration: .± . compared
with . ± . in terms of Gini coeﬃcient. The Gini coeﬃcient is largely inﬂuenced by
a few popular hashtags that are likely to appear in users’ consecutive tweets, representing
the hovered attention on a speciﬁc topic. However, the null model uniformly distributes
these popular hashtags across diﬀerent periods of time, making them more connected to
other hashtags and resulting in a larger attention concentration. The attention graphs from
the null model are also less clustered, they have amuch smallermodularity (.±. for
the null model and .±. for the original attention graph), smaller average clustering
coeﬃcient (.±. for the null model and .±. for the original attention graph)
and smaller assortativity (–.±. for the null model and –.±. for the original
attention graph).
We observe similar patterns across all datasets (see Additional ﬁle  for comparisons for
all datasets). On the surface, the temporal trends of original attention graphs and the ran-
domized ones seem to be quite similar, which may suggest that the increased frequency of
changing hashtags (during an event) would be suﬃcient to result in the ‘attention graph
agglomeration’ (as reﬂected by the decreasing modularity). However, this can be readily
explained by considering the construction of the null model – the null model has kept the
frequencies of hashtags the same as those in the original graphs, and more user activities
during the events lead to more connections around the popular hashtags, which is re-
ﬂected by the higher values of Gini coeﬃcient (and a sharp increase in average clustering
coeﬃcient) in the randomized graphs. Yet, the lowest modularity values obtained from
the original attention graphs still tend to be much higher than those in the randomized
graphs, suggesting that even during a shocking event where users’ attention was greatly
distracted from their normal focus, the original attention graphs remain more structured
than completely randomly rewiring graphs.
The comparison between the originally observed attention graphs and the baseline re-
veals the following key phenomenon of the attention dynamics. Normally, collective at-
tention exhibits a heterogeneous structure where people’s focal attention is localized into
various clusters organized by diﬀerent topics. When encountering an exogenous event,
it acts as an external force that direct the shift of people’s attention – that is, the overall
attention appears to converge into a more homogenized structure at a particular period.
The choice of hashtags – where users pay attention, is not random, suggesting that the
process is collective.
3.6 Comparison with non-emergency events
To better understand the collective attention dynamics under diﬀerent contexts, we also
study the attention shift patterns during a planned event: The  US presidential elec-
tion. Several representative network metrics for the two follower user sets are shown in
Figure . The displayed time window spans one week during the  US presidential
election and is centered on the election day, November , .
In Figure , we also provide the Paris data fromFigure  to oﬀer a direct comparisonwith
the non-emergency event, with the event dayNov. ,  (the Paris attacks) aligned with
the election day Nov. , . From Figure , we can observe some consistent properties
that we ﬁnd during a terrorist attack: the increase in Gini coeﬃcient, the agglomeration
of network structure and the decrease in assortativity. Notably, during the election, the
values of diﬀerent metrics jointly exhibit a gradual build-up of attention before reaching
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Figure 5 Comparison with non-emergency events. The collective attention dynamics during the 2016 US
presidential election, starting from 2016-11-05 00:00 GMT. We also provide the Paris data from Figure 4 to oﬀer
a direct comparison, with the event day Nov. 13, 2015 (the Paris attacks) aligned with the election day Nov. 8,
2016.
their peaks. In Figure , corresponding to an unexpected event, a sudden increase (or
decrease) of activity followed by a gradual relaxation of concentrated attention while the
metric values of the planned event (election) show both a progressive build-up of attention
and a gradual relaxation after the peak. TakingGini coeﬃcient for example, for Trump and
Clinton followers, it takes  and  hours to rise from μb +  (pmax – μb) to pmax while it
only takes  hours for the Paris users, where μb is the mean value in the week prior to the
event week and pmax is the peak value in the event week.
The comparison between unexpected events and planned events suggests that collective
attention patterns are robust indicators of the social semantics: Speciﬁcally, the gradual
build-up of attention before reaching a peak usually can be seen in scheduled social events,
representing an expected behavior. Collective attention with asymmetric activity patterns
before and after the peak is more likely to be associated with unexpected events.
4 Attention sampling
Attention graphs allow for systematically observing and quantifying the collective atten-
tion dynamics. A straightforward way for a thorough investigation of attention dynamics
of an interested community is to gather data from as many individuals as possible. How-
ever, this is often prohibited in practice. In particular, collecting data from social media
platforms is limited by the API rate or sampling limits. For example, using the Twitter
Streaming API with certain parameters, applications are allowed to get up to , users
(as well as about % of all tweets being tweeted at that moment). With such a data collec-
tion constraint, including users who are less active in posting tweets, or users who share
overlapping interests with many others, would be a waste of streaming resource. The data
sampling considerations require understanding how diﬀerent users attend to new infor-
mation, leading to an interesting and realistic problem: how might we sample a subset of
users from the originally available user set to accurately and eﬃciently retain the attention
dynamics? Below we formalize the problem.
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Figure 6 The attention sampling problem. The
problem of attention sampling: Users adopting
hashtags can be represented as a bipartite graph
(top left) with nodes indicating users and hashtags
and edges (with timestamps) indicating the
adoptions of hashtags. From the bipartite graph we
can construct a series of attention graphs at
diﬀerent time points (left and middle). The goal of
attention sampling is to sample a small set of users
so that the derived sampled attention graphs retain
as much information as possible (similar to the full
attention graphs constructed from the entire user
set).
4.1 Problem formulation
Let A(t)U denotes the attention graph induced from attention shift events S
(t)
U with respect
to a user set U . We seek to construct an attention graph A˜(t) similar to A(t)U but from a
smaller set of users. The problem of attention sampling is deﬁned as follows:
Problem (Attention sampling) Given a set of attention shift events S(t)U with respect to a
user set U occurring within a time period t prior to t, the goal of attention sampling is
to ﬁnd a subset of users Us ⊂ U such that the partial attention graph A(t)Us derived from
the later attention shift events of usersUs is similar to the full attention graph A(t)U derived
from the later attention shift events of users U .
Generally, the similarity between the partial and full graphs (A(t)Us and A
(t)
U ) can be quan-
tiﬁed in terms of a given metric, such as the aforementioned network metrics.
Unlike the traditional subgraph sampling problem primarily focusing on an unipar-
tite network, the attention sampling problem concerns the set of bipartite relationships
(U ×H) captured in the set of attention shift events S(t)U occurring before the time of at-
tention graph construction t. In other words, the attention sampling seeks to build atten-
tion graphs in a cost-eﬀective manner based on users’ hashtag adoption patterns. Figure 
illustrates the attention sampling problem.
4.2 Sampling approach
We decompose the attention sampling problem into two sub-problems. First, what crite-
ria should we look for when sampling users? We propose heuristics to select users more
likely with certain hashtag adoption tendencies so as to construct a partial attention graph
that is closer to the full attention graph. Second, as a user’s adoption behavior may vary
across time, how should we cope with the data variability and generate samples for reliable
measurement? We propose a stochastic sampling method that allows for selecting users
with a small perturbation.
.. Sampling criteria: who should we include in a sample?
We conjecture that an ideal sample set should include users with the following tendencies:
• Activeness: the extent to which a user will actively mention various topics of interest in
their tweets. We consider users who tend to tweet with hashtags at a relatively high
frequency as primary sampling candidates as they are more likely to tweet with
hashtags during the time of interest.
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• Connectedness: the extent to which a user will diversely cover the topics of interest of
many other users. We consider users who tend to tweet with hashtags commonly
used by others as desirable sampling candidates as their hashtag use is more likely to
cover the use of a broader set of users.
• Adaptiveness: the extent to which a user will adaptively attend to rare or new topics of
interest. We consider users who tend to tweet with novel hashtags as desirable
sampling candidates as they are more likely to attend to new topics or information
about newly emerging events.
While each of these criteria may be captured by a particular measure, considering each
criterion to rank users separately is sub-optimal as the rankings by diﬀerent criteria may
not agree with one another. To simultaneously capture all these criteria, we introduce a
new weighted scheme that scores users based on their weighted degree in a user-user
graph. Speciﬁcally, given a graph G = {U ,EU}, where U is a set of users and EU ⊂ U ×U
represents co-adoption relationships among users. Each edge exy ∈ EU represents how the
hashtags used by the two users ux and uy is important or informative in the population.
Let pi denote the probability of a hashtag hi used by any user, and Hx the set of hashtags
used by a particular user ux. An edge weight wxy ∈R is given by:
wxy ∝ –
[∑
i∈HX
logpi +
∑
j∈HY
logpj +
∑
k∈HC
logpk
]
, ()
iﬀ HC = ∅, otherwise wx,y = , where HC = Hx ∩ Hy. pi denotes the empirical probability
(relative frequency) of a hashtag i used by any user, calculated based on the observed data.
For example, for the Paris users, in the two weeks before the Paris attacks, in total ,
unique hashtags had been used , times, hashtag like #paris had been used ,
times. Thus the relative frequency pi of #paris is ,/,. The equation aims to
capture both the similarity of the two users (through Hc) and the coverage for both users
(through Hx or Hy). Hence, a common hashtag accounts for both similarity and user’s
coverage.
Based on Eq. , two users who use less frequent hashtags (with smaller pi), use more
hashtags individually (with larger Hx or Hy), and more hashtags in common (with larger
Hc), thus their edges are given more weights. We call the proposed weighted schemeCoP-
erplexity as it simultaneously captures the frequency, connectedness and diversity of users’
hashtag usage.
.. Sampling algorithms: how should we make a stochastic sample?
Given a user-user co-adoption graph G, our next step is to construct stochastic samples
from the graph such that the sampled attention graph is more robust to the variability and
uncertainty of user tendency. We ﬁrst consider two sampling algorithms widely adopted
in the sampling literature: Random Walk (RW) and Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk
(MHRW). An RW based approach [] allows node re-revisiting and is well-known for
its simple, resource-eﬃcient properties; however, RW is inherently biased towards high
degree nodes. The MHRW [], on the other hand, is useful in achieving a desired sta-
tionary distribution by design. However, an MHRW based approach tends to include too
many low-connectivity nodes in the sampled network - such nodes are less likely to cover
broadly the hashtags of many other users.
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Algorithm : Power-MHRW sampling
Input : a user-user weighted graph G, a rejection power parameter α ∈ [, ]
1 sample_size← n;
2 C = ∅;
3 v← initial node;
4 while |C| < sample_size do
5 Select a node u from the neighbors of v with probability proportional to edge weight wvu;
6 Generate uniformly at random a number ≤ p≤ ;
7 if p≤ kvk–αu then
8 v← u;
9 C = C ∪ {u};
10 else
11 Stay at v;
12 end
To compromise the two regimes (RW’s high-degree dominance vs. MHRW’s stratiﬁed
sampling), we propose an extension to the MHRW algorithm. In our algorithm, called
Power-MHRW, an exponent parameter α (i.e., the power parameter) is introduced to ad-
just the probability of selecting a user between the two regimes. By tuning α, we can appro-
priately modify the transition probabilities when walking in the user-user network, trying
to balance the trade-oﬀ between obtaining high-degree users and a diversiﬁed sampled
user set. The proposed algorithm is listed in Algorithm .
In Algorithm , n denotes the desirable sampled user size, given as an input for the sam-
pling algorithm. This number determines the cost of monitoring collective attention -
the more users, the more accurate attention trends can be captured but more compu-
tational cost. kv and ku are weighted degrees of node v and node u. Nodes are sampled
iteratively (steps -): at each iteration, the algorithm randomly picks a node u from the
neighbors of current sampled node v, with probability proportional to the edge weight
wvu. The ‘neighbors’ are deﬁned as users who co-attended to common hashtags. Diﬀerent
weighted schemes such as theCoPerplexity deﬁned in Eq.  can be used to deﬁne the edge
weights. After picking a node u, the algorithm decides to include the node into the sample
with probability min(,kvk–αu ). When α = , the algorithm always accepts the picked node,
which is identical to the original RW algorithm.When α = , the algorithm always accepts
the picked node if it has smaller weighted degree than the current sampled node, which
results in more uniform weighted degree distribution in the sampling as in the original
MHRW algorithm. When  < α < , we trade oﬀ between the bias towards high weighted
degree nodes, as in the RW algorithm, and the desired uniform distribution of weighted
degrees, as in the MHRW algorithm.
5 Experiments
This section presents experiments for evaluating the eﬀectiveness of the proposed sam-
pling approach.
5.1 Experiment setup
We use four datasets in our experiments: the Paris users and the London users for Paris
attacks, the Brussels users and the San Bernardino users. We select the user sets that ex-
hibit more prominent patterns before and after the attacks (Paris users and Brussels users)
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as well as a less obvious one (San Bernardino users). We also select a user set (London
users) from the observer communities for comparison. We compare our proposed sam-
pling approach with several baseline methods, and evaluate their eﬀectiveness based on
two diﬀerent aspects.
Baseline.We compared our approach with the following baseline methods: () random:
randomly samples a portion of users from the entire user set. () connectedness: samples
users with the probability proportional to their number of followers and followees which
we refer to as follower and followee.e () activeness: samples users with the probability
proportional to the number of tweets they posted within the two weeks before the attack.
() CoPerplexity: the proposed method based on Algorithm , with edge weight given in
Eq. . In addition, we compared the proposed sampling algorithm with alternative algo-
rithms, CoPerplexity_RW (when α = ), CoPerplexity_MHRW (when α = ) and refer our
algorithm as CoPerplexity_PRW (when  < α < ). () CommonTag: a variant of the pro-
posed method, but instead of using the CoPerplexity edge weight, we simply consider the
number of common tags between two users as edge weight. In this method, α is ﬁxed to
be  and we refer to it as CommonTag_RW.
Evaluation metrics. We evaluated the eﬀectiveness of a sampling approach in captur-
ing the collective attention shift, based on two aspects: () To what extent the sampling
method captures the attention graph characteristics change? We use Kendall’s τ to mea-
sure the non-parametric association between the graph metrics derived from the original
attention graphs and the sampled graphs. Unlike other correlation metrics like Pearson’s
γ , Kendall’s τ does not make the parametric assumption (e.g., linearity) in the variables
that is unrealistic for our empirical observations. Here, we focus on the ‘trend’ of the col-
lective attention, not the absolute value of a graphmetric, because we are interested in the
fundamental characteristics of social dynamics of attention during the course of a disas-
ter event – whether, or to what extent, the structure of the collective attention expands,
shrinks, changes density, condenses, and so on. () How much attended information was
retained by the sampling method? We evaluated this based on leveraging the precision@L
to compare the top L hashtags in the attention graphs generated by diﬀerent user sets.
Precision measures how many of the most attended hashtags from the sampled user set
were also in the top L hashtags list of the original attention graphs. By ‘most attended,’ we
sorted the hashtags in each attention graph in a descending order in terms of weighted
in-degree and the top L ones are the most attended hashtags.
For an event week, we constructed an attention graph for every hour t using tweets
between [t – n, t], where n is the time window, thus we have  ×  =  orginal atten-
tion graphs in a week. After we have sampled users, we constructed the sampled attention
graphs in a similar way. So for each metric, we have  values at each time point for the
original attention graph as well as the sampled attention graph. We compute the correla-
tion between the two time series of graphs. A higher Kendall’s τ suggests similar collective
attention dynamics from the sampled users and a higher precision@L suggests the sampled
user sets better retain the attended information.
5.2 Results
The experiments aim to answer two questions:
• Sampling criteria - What kind of users should be included in a sample for capturing
the collective attention shift in a larger population?
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Figure 7 Effectiveness of capturing the attention graph characteristics change. The performance is
calculated based on the Kendall’s τ in terms of six graph metrics. The plots show Kendall’s τ coeﬃcients for
diﬀerent sampling strategies along with the drop of sample size using Paris users data set. The error bar is
obtained over 20 independent samples. CoPerplexity outperforms other sampling criteria (weighted schemes)
over diﬀerent sampling conditions, in terms of most graph metrics.
• Sampling algorithms - What stochastic sampling algorithm is eﬀective for monitoring
the dynamics of collective attention?
Evaluation on sampling criteria. Figure  shows the performance of diﬀerent weight
schemes for sampling users, over diﬀerent sampling conditions where the sampling frac-
tion ranges between -%. Each condition is tested with  independent samples and
the mean and standard deviation are reported. The RW based sampling approach is used
in CoPerplexity and CommonTag, with α ﬁxed to be . The performance is calculated
based on the Kendall’s τ in terms of six graph metrics. When sample size = %, we have
Kendall’s τ =  for each metric (not shown in the plots). As expected, Kendall’s τ values
monotonically decrease when the sample sizes decrease. Figure  shows that,CoPerplexity
outperforms other sampling criteria (weighted schemes) over diﬀerent sampling condi-
tions, in terms of almost all graph metrics, except for network size. The performance of
diﬀerent sampling criteria is distinguishable, whereCoPerplexity,CommonTag and active-
ness perform much better than the other three, suggesting that users’ hashtag adoption
tendency in the past is decisive in attention sampling. Figure  summarizes the perfor-
mance over diﬀerent schemes for sampling fractions % and %. We observe that the
Kendall’s τ values forCoPerplexity in terms of allmetrics remains relatively high - between
. and . under the % sampling fraction, and above . under the %. This suggests
that CoPerplexity is a robust method for sampling attention graphs while retaining their
topological characteristics.
Evaluation on sampling algorithms. We further examine the eﬀectiveness of diﬀer-
ent sampling algorithms and their capability in retaining the most attended informa-
tion. Based on the results of sampling criteria, we focus on the most eﬀective weighted
schemes CoPerplexity, CommonTag and activeness and further study the performance of
CoPerplexity with diﬀerent sampling algorithms, namely, CoPerplexity_RW, CoPerplex-
ity_MHRW, andCoPerplexity_PRW. The performance ismeasured based on precision@L.
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Figure 8 The comparison of sampling strategies
with ﬁxed sampling sizes. Kendall’s τ coeﬃcient
for diﬀerent metrics at two sample sizes: 30% and
50% using Paris users data set. The error bar is
obtained over 20 independent samples.
Figure 9 Effectiveness of preserving the most attended hashtags. The plots show the performance,
calculated based on precision@L with L = 100, for preserving the most attentive hashtags using diﬀerent
sampling methods, tested on the Paris and Brussels datasets. The vertical dotted lines indicate the time of the
events. The performance is reported for each hour within the entire week centered on the event happening
time (three days before and three days after the attacks). The three methods, CommonTag_RW,
CoPerplexity_RW, and CoPerplexity_PRW are more robust under various conditions.
Figure  shows performance results for diﬀerent samplingmethods under diﬀerent sam-
pling conditions, on the four selected datasets, with L = . The performance is reported
for each hour within the entire week centered on the event happening time (three days be-
fore and three days after the attacks). Under the relatively stringent sampling conditions
(% and %), we observe that attention sampling in normal time is more diﬃcult com-
pared with that during the exogenous events. Speciﬁcally, several hours after the attacks,
we observe a sharp increase of precision for all samplingmethods and the precision values
remain relatively high for next  hours, reﬂecting the consistent concentrated attention
towards the event-related topics after the attacks. In Figure , there are several time points
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Table 2 Performance of the top three sampling methods in capturing the most attentive
hashtags during the event week (168 hours), evaluated based on Precision@100 each hour
over different sampling conditions (10% and 30% of the complete user set)
Sample CoPerplexity_PRW (α = 0.4) CoPerplexity_RW CommonTag_RW
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd
Paris attacks(Paris users)
10% 51.19% 33.93% 14.88% 43.45% 43.45% 13.10% 8.33% 23.21% 68.45%
30% 46.43% 43.45% 10.12% 52.38% 39.88% 7.74% 7.14% 17.26% 75.60%
Paris attacks(London users)
10% 53.57% 36.90% 9.52% 39.88% 47.02% 13.10% 10.12% 22.66% 72.62%
30% 32.73% 49.40% 17.86% 59.52% 28.57% 11.90% 17.86% 26.79% 55.36%
Brussels bombings
10% 57.14% 25.00% 17.86% 30.95% 36.90% 32.14% 14.88% 40.48% 44.64%
30% 22.02% 44.05% 33.93% 68.45% 22.62% 8.93% 12.50% 35.12% 52.38%
San Bernardino shooting
10% 44.04% 36.31% 19.64% 21.43% 47.02% 31.55% 40.47% 19.05% 40.47%
30% 22.02% 39.29% 32.14% 33.93% 46.43% 31.55% 50.60% 23.21% 26.19%
For each method, the fraction of the method ranked in the top three places are reported.
where the precision values reach zero, which indicates at those time points, no attended
hashtags have been obtained by the sampled users. This usually happened during the late
nights and it is reasonable when the tweet volume is extremely small and the sampled user
size is very small. In general, attention sampling based on activeness (biased towards ac-
tive users) and MHRW based sampling (stratiﬁed sampling) appears to be less eﬀective,
especially in normal time where collective attention scatters over diverse topics.
The three methods, CommonTag_RW, CoPerplexity_RW, and CoPerplexity_PRW are
more robust under various conditions. For CoPerplexity_PRW, we have evaluated diﬀer-
ent values of α and obtained optimal results when α ranges from .-.. Due to the space
limit, we only report the results ofCoPerplexity_PRW for α = .. Table  summarizes the
results of the best three sampling methods presented in Figure  by reporting the fraction
of the methods’ rankings (labeled as st, nd, and rd) during the entire  hours. When
two (or more) methods tie for the same position in the ranking, they obtain the same la-
bel; thus the sum of fractions at certain rankings may exceed %. Taking the ﬁrst line
in Table  for example, starting from the left, .% indicates, during the event week,
there were  hours (/ = .%) during which the method CoPerplexity_PRW
(α = .) performs the best; .% indicates that  hours of theweek (/ = .%),
the method CoPerplexity_PRW (α = .) performs the second best and so on. The re-
sults show that CoPerplexity_RW performs better than CommonTag_RW for most of the
time, further supporting the eﬀectiveness of the proposedCoPerplexityweighted scheme.
CoPerplexity_PRW and CoPerplexity_RW have comparable performance, but CoPerplex-
ity_PRW (α = .) outperforms CoPerplexity_RW under a lower sampling fraction (%).
This suggests that the combination ofCoPerplexity and an RW based algorithm can eﬀec-
tively identify a set of users for collective attention monitoring. When smaller sampling
size is desirable, CoPerplexity_PRW has the advantage to include more diversiﬁed users.
Together with Table , the results suggest that diﬀerent sampling schemes aremore distin-
guishable when the users’ collective attention exhibit sharp contrast before and after the
event: for the Paris attacks and the Brussels shooting, CoPerplexity_RW based method
is - times better than CommonTag_RW when considering the fraction of the st rank.
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Under a smaller collective attention shift scenario (the San Bernardino shooting), diﬀer-
ent weighting schemes become comparable: when sample size is %, CommonTag_RW
even outperforms CoPerplexity_RW and CoPerplexity_PRW. When the sample size fur-
ther drops to %, CoPerplexity_PRW performs the best but is comparable to Common-
Tag_RW (.% to .% in terms of the fraction of the st rank).
The results we obtained can help guide the data collection strategy in practice. For ex-
ample, considering collecting data using the Twitter Streaming API and assuming each
application is allowed to retrieve up to , users’ timelines in real time. This constraint
corresponds to about .% of the Paris users, or about % of the Brussels users. Based
on Figure , we can see if the API limit was imposed, CoPerplexity_PRW and CoPerplex-
ity_RW can retain over % attended information for both data sets. In terms of retaining
similar graph structure changes, both achieve at least . in Kendall’s τ . Moreover, if the
practitioners choose to trade oﬀ between the accuracy and the sampling user size, CoPer-
plexity_PRW and CoPerplexity_RW can reasonably capture the attention dynamics with
even smaller user sets. For example, we can retain about % attended information with
only % sampled users.
6 Discussion and future work
In this work, we presented a large-scale study on collective attention as well as an investi-
gation of data sampling for monitoring collective attention. We provide a new deﬁnition
of collective attention and systematically studied the changing patterns of collective atten-
tion during disasters, and salient features - including ﬁve types of changes in attention net-
work structure - were observed frommultiple events. Our study design based on network
statistics can be used to systematically observe collective attention dynamics across vari-
ous conditions. Our examination of the attention sampling problem suggested that, while
it is not diﬃcult to capture collective attention under exogenous shocks due to the pub-
lic’s concentration on attentive topics, monitoring collective attention dynamics across
normal and event periods could be challenging. We proposed a novel sampling scheme
that considers several aspects of how individuals normally share interest with their social
network (activeness, connectedness, and adaptiveness) and demonstrated the utility of
our approach through an extensive experimentation. We further provide a practical data
sampling strategy such that the desirable monitoring eﬀectiveness can be achieved given
various sampling constraints imposed by the data sources.Moreover, the study framework
aswell as the sampling schemewe proposed can be applied to other socialmedia platforms
that have a hashtag feature, like Facebook and Instagram.Ourmodel can also be applicable
to non-social-media data. For example, we can trace the shift between keywords of papers
to study the collective attention shift in research interests over time. For e-commerce sys-
tems where products have tags, we can study the users’ collective purchasing patterns by
tracing the shifts between diﬀerent tags from their purchasing history.
Limitations. There are several limits in the current work. First, the empirical ﬁnding of
collective dynamics during disasters is limited to the context of hashtag use. Second, the
major event instances we included in this study are man-made disasters. Speciﬁcally, they
were all induced by unexpected mass violent attacks, which often lead to acute reaction
in the communities. The results of our study may not be generalized to other types of
events. Third, the study relied on users’ geotagged tweets to derive event related datasets.
The users considered in this study were mostly tech-savvy mobile and social media users,
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but theywere not representative of the general population. Forth, the sampling approaches
discussed in this paper were all unsupervised. It could be advantageous to investigate su-
pervised algorithms with respect to the given sampling criteria.
To properly sample users for studying behavioral trends is important for scientists (espe-
cially in social science, cognitive and behavioral science, marketing, etc.) to learn human
behaviors frombig data. This is diﬀerent fromdata infrastructure or engineering problems
but will become increasingly important in data science ﬁeld.
As part of the future work, we plan to address some of the aforementioned limitations.
In particular, we plan to conduct a more comprehensive study on attention network pat-
terns following diﬀerent types of events including natural disasters, with diﬀerent scopes
and populations. The results from such study will not only be valuable for developing dis-
astermanagement systems, but also oﬀer insights in human sensemaking processes under
conditions of uncertainty and rapid change.
Additional material
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Endnotes
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c https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Brussels_bombings
d https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Orlando_nightclub_shooting
e Due to the heterogeneity in users’ followers and followees (some users may have millions of followers while some
only have several), the probability is based on a log-transformed follower (followee) count.
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